
 
 

 
Connectif Technology appoints Yasaar Limited as Sharia advisors 

 
 
London – July 2020 
 
Connectif Technology is pleased to announce the appointment of Yasaar Limited as their Sharia 
advisors. Yasaar, a UK-incorporated company, is pioneering an independent approach to 
Shariah compliance and co-ordination services. 
  
Yasaar will provide guidance and support to Connectif on the principals of Sharia compliance, 
specifically in relation to their digital platform, iWAVE, alongside the provision of Sharia 
auditing and compliance services. 
  
“We are pleased to be working with Yasaar, a highly regarded firm with impressive expertise 
in the field and an ideal match to work with us as we bring our innovative digital financial 
technology offering, iWAVE, to the Islamic Finance market” commented David Potter, 
Managing Director of Connectif. 
  
Majid Dawood, CEO of Yasser Limited commented, “We are excited to be working with 
Connectif as their Sharia advisors as we feel their ground-breaking offering will have a positive, 
market-wide impact on the Islamic Finance industry; bringing all participants together through 
their unique digital marketplace.” 
 
“Yasaar is delighted to be supporting the roll-out of iWAVE by Connectif, and we firmly believe 
that the digitisation of the Islamic finance sector is the future. Fintech solutions such as iWAVE 
will reach out to a larger, more-diverse, globalised audience, eager to manage their financial 
affairs in line with their identity and belief structure”. 
 
 
 
ABOUT CONNECTIF TECHNOLOGY 
 
Connectif Technology (www.connectif.tech) is a UK-based company focussed on delivering innovative 
solutions to the Islamic finance market, specifically in the area of asset and liability management. Allowing 
banks to better connect and communicate with each other and their clients, to deliver both improved 
profitability and client service whilst reducing operational risk and costs, all the while ensuring Sharia 
compliance. For further information contact: info@connectif.tech  
 
ABOUT YASAAR LIMITED 

Yasaar Limited (www.yasaar.org)Yasaar Limited is an independent firm based in London, not affiliated to any 
financial institution or investment organisation. It offers Sharia compliance services and consultancy to 
various global financial institutions. These services are conducted on a strictly confidential client-to-client 
basis, subject to the legal provisions of the relevant jurisdiction of the client or financial structure, and the 
principles of the Islamic Sharia relating to Fiqh Al-Muamalat (Islamic Law Relating to Financial Transactions). 
For further information contact info@yasaar.org 


